In late January 1866, on the island of Zanzibar, a freed slave named Musabbah signed a contract with the Indian merchant Kurji ramdas, in which he agreed to deliver 750 lbs of ivory tusks from the African interior in 2 years. He would have been one of scores of individuals that year who had approached an Indian merchant for loans to finance a similar expedition into the interior, hoping to reap windfall profits from the booming ivory trade. While we lack an indication of how much Musabbah received from Kurji, the deed they left behind tells us that within the same transaction, the freedman also sold Kurji a plot of land, redeemable upon his return.
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In late January 1866, on the island of Zanzibar, a freed slave named Musabbah signed a contract with the Indian merchant Kurji ramdas, in which he agreed to deliver 750 lbs of ivory tusks from the African interior in 2 years. He would have been one of scores of individuals that year who had approached an Indian merchant for loans to finance a similar expedition into the interior, hoping to reap windfall profits from the booming ivory trade. While we lack an indication of how much Musabbah received from Kurji, the deed they left behind tells us that within the same transaction, the freedman also sold Kurji a plot of land, redeemable upon his return.
More than 20 years later, in 1887, that plot of land became the subject of a heated dispute in a British Consular Court between the sultan of Zanzibar and his Indian customs master, Jairam sewji, for whom Kurji was acting as agent. Musabbah never returned, having perished during his expedition, and although Jairam had not bothered about the plot in the 20 years since Musabbah left for the interior, Jairam's representative, a recently arrived Indian attorney from Bombay, claimed that the land was his by virtue of the earlier deed of sale. The sultan's attorney, an Arab qadi, countered with an argument that Jairam's firm mischaracterized the entire transaction-that every Arab or African who went into the interior for ivory executed a similar contingent deed, which simply helped finance his journey by guaranteeing his eventual return, rather than signifying an actual transfer of land. Moreover, the sultan claimed that he had rightfully purchased the land from a different man, one to whom Msabbah had also sold it, though after the transaction with Kurji.
Far from representing a single, isolated incident, this dispute encapsulated much broader legal tensions on the late nineteenthcentury Western Indian Ocean. At stake in that courtroom was not a single plot of land on a small island, but an entire culture of contract and property rights-one that underpinned a credit system that financed the emergence of a regional commercial arena. And at the time the sultan and his customs master had made their way to the British consular court, the world of commerce and law in the Western Indian Ocean was in the midst of enormous economic and institutional transformations-transformations that nobody in that courtroom could have fully comprehended at the time.
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Western Indian Ocean experienced rapid commercial change. As dates, pearls, cloves, and ivory made their way into new markets and fetched increasing prices, local and regional economies experienced unprecedented growth. The resulting booms in plantation agriculture and natural resource extraction were mainly financed by merchants from India like Jairam and Kurji, who moved in droves to different ports in the Indian Ocean and fanned out into the interiors of Arabia and East Africa. In loaning out money and goods to fuel different agricultural and commercial ventures and forwarding the returns onto their associates across the ocean, Indian merchants brokered between the rhythms and demands of local economic life and the more distant horizons of regional and global commerce.
The repeated acts of lending and borrowing, however, were not simply economic: they also had profound legal implications. In the absence of strong states that upheld property rights, members of this commercial society turned to one another, developing a kind of debt-based mutualism. By fashioning enduring bonds of debt and obligation-bonds that dictated the rhythms and vectors of economic life, linked planters to merchants, mariners to captains, and rulers to merchants-they were able to mitigate the risks associated with trade, and in the process tied together the distant shores of this vast oceanic world of commerce. As a technology-a means of doing-law furnished the institutions and instruments necessary to organize migration and settlement between Arabia, East Africa, and south Asia, and to facilitate access to the capital necessary to fuel economic activity. As a discourse, jurisprudence furnished the intellectual underpinnings of this world, providing a philosophy to the nature and shape of the obligations that ran through it, and the institutions that governed it. And as modality of rule-a medium for the expression of multiple and overlapping sovereignties-law furnished an essential mechanism by which a range of actors negotiated, established, and contested jurisdiction over communities and commerce.
But as Musabbah's case suggests, Indian Ocean actors did not shape this world alone. As this expansive world of Indian Ocean commerce encountered a burgeoning British Indian empire, its participants had to cope with the growing presence of British judges, Parsi lawyers, and Baluchi soldiers-all of whom brought with them their own notions of law and economic order. As Indian moneylenders increasingly turned to British courts to resolve their disputes, judges and lawyers turned to Indian acts, codes and precedents to help guide them. In doing so, they effectively redefined south Arabia and East Africa as districts of Bombay, setting into motion a long process in which merchants and plantation owners clashed over the legal and epistemological foundations of debt and economic life, both in and outside of the courtroom.
A Sea of Debt is not the story of a trading community, nor the story of a merchant network. It is not a history of East Africa, or of south Arabia, the Persian Gulf or India. It is the story of all of those people and places-or, more accurately of the places in between them and the ties that bound them together. It is sometimes a story of credit, sometimes one of debt, and always one of law and obligation-of how economic actors fashioned commercial relationships that transcended the boundaries of ethnic communities and networks, sometimes enduring for just as long, or even longer. More broadly, it is a legal history of economic life in a commercial arena that spanned three distinct areas: the Middle East, Africa, and south Asia. It explores how commercial actors from around the Indian Ocean adapted a regional economy characterized by credit and debt, obligation and law to the emergence of modern capitalism, and how that economy itself was transformed by broader institutional, legal, and economic changes taking place in the region. As the narrative moves across the Indian Ocean, and across the enormous transformations that took place between the 1850s and 1940s, it traces the socio-legal fabric of economic life as trans-regional juridical and commercial actors experienced it, as Muslim jurists reflected on it, and as imperial officials regulated it. The economic history of the Indian Ocean, I argue, was fundamentally constituted by law, in its many forms.
At the same time, this is the story of a single material object and the changing economic, social, political, and legal world which it inhabited. Or, more precisely, it is the story of thousands, or tens of thousands, of the same material object-the written deed, the waraqa (literally, "paper"), a written acknowledgment of debt much like a promissory note. What dimensions of this world the waraqas reflected, what they meant to the actors who carried them around, how they gave shape to economic transactions and relationships, and how a changing world of commerce, law and institutions shaped and reshaped what they meant are all dimensions of this story. In a sense, then, this is a story about an ocean-wide contractual culture told through the history of a piece of paper that circulated through it.
A Sea of Debt thus advocates a re-conceptualization of the Indian Ocean-to think of the region not simply as a trade basin structured by natural phenomena like monsoon winds, nor as an commercial arena tied together by merchant networks, as many historians have, but as a commercial world indelibly shaped by law and mutual obligation. It explores how Indian Ocean economic and juridical actors forged together a shared commercio-legal arena during the region's integration into the emerging modern world economy, and how the intertwined forces of commerce and law shaped the history of this oceanic basin. At the nexus of all of these themes lies the idea of obligation, which bridges together legal and economic history and which is particularly useful for thinking about economic life in the Indian Ocean. Instruments like the waraqa allow me to explore the multidimensional world of commerce and law in the region, exploring both the emergence of new institutional arrangements for economic activity during the emergence of modern capitalism in the Indian Ocean and how economic actors shaped them.
Understanding Obligation
A phenomenon like "obligation"-that matrix of credit and debt, and of mutual rights and duties that bound together actors in the Indian Ocean-was not only an economic or social phenomenon, it was also a legal one. It also inhabited a changing formal legal sphere of qāḍi courts, British consular courts and mercantile tribunals, formed the subject of prolific output by Muslim jurists, and existed as an idiom and category that economic and juridical actors from around the Indian Ocean played a role in shaping.
A Sea of Debt explores how economic actors-Muslim and otherwise-drew on the idioms of obligation and law in structuring enduring commercial associations with one another. By illustrating the dynamic contours of obligation and its role in structuring economic life, I point to the malleability of Islamic commercial institutions and instruments in the Indian Ocean and reassert merchants and mid-level actors as active agents in shaping them. At the same time, I detail the interpretive dynamism of Islamic commercial jurisprudence in the face of enormous economic change in the region, always taking care to assess the tensions between these different sources of legal authority, and the accommodations they made with one another.
My use of "obligation" as a concept to bring together a more textured legal history and an economic history draws heavily on Craig Muldrew's study of debt, obligation and law in early-modern England.
1 Muldrew reconstructs a culture of credit based on interpersonal relationships and reputation, moving between macro-level observations about trends in the English economy to micro-level analyses of economic practice. He shows how that particular credit economy mediated such concerns as wages and purchasing power while binding together different actors in relations of mutual obligation. Obligation, then, becomes a useful way to reconcile a metric approach to economic history with a more ground-level cultural perspective on economic life.
Muldrew, however, stops short of explaining how the concept of obligation, as opposed to debt or credit, can be a useful heuristic device to bring together the law and the economy. The legal implications of credit and debt relations are clear in his work, for as the bonds of debt between English economic actors together grew longer and more complex, they became more susceptible to collapse. The growing number of disputes between different actors produced enormous amounts of litigation that eventually reshaped the economic practices themselves. In Muldrew's work, then, the juridical and commercial spheres do not exist separately, they are mutually constitutive.
And here is where the concept of obligation begins to demonstrate its analytical power. For as Muldrew's work suggests, obligation was more than an economic construct; it was what Marcel Mauss referred to as a total social phenomenon -an activity or institution that gave expression to the social, economic, moral, political, religious, and most importantly for the discussion here, legal dimensions of a society, all at once. As a total phenomenon, obligation-in early modern England as much as in the nineteenth-century Indian Ocean-can tie together a socially embedded economic history with a multi-layered legal history. In addition, the economy of obligation also served discursive functions: while paying close attention to the lived experience of law and commerce, Muldrew interweaves examinations of daily proceedings with economic, philosophical, and moral treatises to show how contemporaries interpreted the economic practices around them, and how these interpretations might have changed along with changing practices and institutions.
The potential of an approach to history that allows one to weave economic and legal experiences together with intellectual or discursive understandings should be clear to those working on the legal history of any part of the Islamic world, where there is no shortage of philosophical, legal or moral treatises. Muslim jurists around the Indian Ocean did not firmly distinguish between economy and law, and the permeable border between the two was reflected as much in their writings as in the institutions and practices surrounding themand in the histories in which they participated. Those who gave shape to the Indian Ocean contractual culture I describe throughout A Sea of Debt were not only economic actors, but juridical actors as well-scribes, qadis, judges, and jurists. If the region's economic actors produced the goods, gave out the loans and forged the relationships that characterized the Indian Ocean economy of obligation, then Muslim jurists from around the ocean's rim provided a philosophy to the nature and shape of the obligations that ran through it, and the institutions that governed it, infusing it with ideas of legality and morality.
The waraqas I found in public and private archives around the Indian Ocean, then, were of little use on their own. To make sense of them-to use them as a window into a contractual culture-I had to combine them with contemporary (or at least relevant) manuals in Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) and, more importantly, fatwas from around the Indian Ocean that addressed changing commercial practices surrounding the waraqa and debt more broadly. In short, I had to see them as lying at the intersection of an expanding Indian Ocean world of commerce and a long genealogy of Islamic jurisprudence. And to understand the later encounter between the commercial and legal culture of the Indian Ocean and a growing Anglo-Indian empire, I had to group that corpus of materials with British consular court cases and official correspondence, much of which involved questions of credit, debt, and trade. Only by bringing those diverse materials together and moving back and forth between the different layers could I then see a changing institutional landscape, evolving commercial practices and the shifting legal discourse that accompanied it, as well as identify the historical actors who nudged, and in some cases, shoved, legal rules in new directions.
The waraqa gave me the vessel that I needed to travel from port to port, and from the lived reality of commercial life up into the ether of Islamic jurisprudence and back again. It formed a gateway into a world of commerce and obligation much like those that other historians had described, but it simultaneously stood out as the written embodiment of Mauss's total social phenomenon. In following the waraqa around the Indian Ocean, I flesh out its place in a changing commercial society, contending legal epistemologies, a shifting institutional landscape, and, ultimately, an imperial regulatory framework. I could see both the commercio-legal world that those who wrote waraqas created and the economic booms and busts that continually reshaped its meaning and place within that world.
Commerce, Law, and Empire in the Western Indian Ocean so where did commercial "law," in its broadest sense, come from in the nineteenth-and early-twentieth century Indian Ocean? The discussion throughout A Sea of Debt paints a broad narrative arc, but also details the different sources of economic order during a regional era of emerging modern capitalism. Here I will walk readers through the dissertation's chapters, not only to outline the story that these pages tell, but also to describe the structures of commercial life in the region and the primary sources-the genres of the Indian Ocean's credit economy-that I use to reconstruct them.
The first three chapters explore the emergence and articulation of a region-wide contractual culture in the Western Indian Ocean during the first three quarters of the nineteenth century. I draw on a combination of local instruments (waraqas), travel narratives, legal opinions (fatwas), and fiqh manuals to describe a contractual culture that emerged in the shadow of the law. The first chapter paints, in broad strokes, the changing contours of economic life in the region during the nineteenth century, set against the backdrop of the region's integration into the world economy. As the scale and scope of commerce increased, the market for credit expanded considerably to fuel economic activity. In borrowing money from one another, Indian Ocean actors forged long chains of debt that bound together planters, laborers, shopkeepers, and merchants together across hundreds of miles of land and water. Moving between the Persian Gulf, south Arabia, and East Africa on the one hand and a debate among Muslim jurists on debt and obligation on the other, the chapter explores how debt functioned to connect actors within a growing world of commerce. The extension of credit at once gave both creditors and debtors a degree of certainty, forged particular channels of exchange, and linked economic life in the Indian Ocean to a burgeoning world economy.
In the chapter that follows, I take a close look at the moment at which an economic actor contracted debt to explore the workings of Islamic law in this commercial arena. Through a close reading of the waraqa, contextualized with fiqh manuals and fatwas, I explore how Muslim scribes (called kātibs) drew on a long genealogy of Islamic contractual categories to give legal shape to the region's economy of obligation and to render new commercial actors and practices legible within the framework of Islamic jurisprudence. In doing so, I add an extra layer of "law" to the economic order that I describe in the preceding chapter, showing that low-and mid-level juridical actors played just as significant roles in fashioning this intertwined world of commerce and law as did economic actors.
In Chapter 3, I explore the material underpinnings of Indian Ocean commercial contracting. Beginning with the different types of property that economic actors leveraged to gain entry into the commercial arena, I go on to chart the changes in Muslim juristic discourses surrounding commercial practice that, on the whole, facilitated economic growth. Moving between discussions of property and obligation in Islamic jurisprudence and actual practices in the Indian Ocean as detailed by extant waraqas, I illustrate how this contractual culture mapped itself onto, but also reconfigured, terrestrial space. As Indian Ocean commerce continued its expansion during the second half of the nineteenth century, a wide range of economic actors from around its shores used the waraqa to mobilize an equally dizzying variety of properties and shares of property to finance their entry into the commercial arena. More importantly, the chapter details the how actors experimented with waraqa negotiability, trading debts with one another to settle accounts on ships, on caravans, and in shopsaccounts that stretched across oceans and deep into the interiors of East Africa and the Arabian Peninsula. Their imaginative usage of the instrument both opened up the commercial arena to a much broader set of actors than before and further confirmed the centrality of the instrument, and of debt and obligation, to Indian Ocean commerce.
The following chapter marks a pivotal turning point in the narrative, exploring the expansion of British extra-territorial jurisdiction in the Western Indian Ocean and the emergence of alternative legal forums throughout the Arabian and East African littoral. As the regional economy witnessed the first of its periodic shocks in the 1870s, Indian merchants began flooding the British Consulate with requests for protection, asserting their rights as British subjects. Their petitions prompted lengthy debates amongst British officials as to the boundaries of British jurisdiction in the Western Indian Ocean. Over time, so many merchants successfully claimed British protection that British courts grew to become, de facto, the principal forums for commercial dispute resolution in the region. Drawing on correspondence between British officials in Zanzibar, Muscat, and Bushire and Law Officers in Bombay, Chapter 4 traces the outlines of a jurisprudence of extra-territorial jurisdiction in the Indian Ocean-one that emerged not simply from discussions between political and legal officials around the Indian Ocean, but also out of the legal maneuverings of merchants from around the region.
In Chapter 5, I take the reader inside the newly established British courts in East Africa, detailing the processes by which newly arrived British Indian courtroom actors remade the legal foundations of regional commercial practices during the late-nineteenth and earlytwentieth century. Through a close examination of a series of court cases and official reports between 1870 and 1930, I explore how Indian lawyers and British judges, drawing on Anglo-Indian statutes, case law and legal concepts, re-clothed the waraqa, that malleable instrument of Indian Ocean commerce, as an English-style mortgage deed, with all of its attendant implications for the transfer of property in case of default. Like the second chapter, in which I assert the role of scribes in creating an Islamicate Indian Ocean legal arena, the discussion highlights subtle processes by which mid-level actors refashioned Islamic contractual categories. In turn-of-the-century East Africa, however, as the imperial legal bureaucracy began to take shape and as massive infrastructural projects like the Uganda railway reshaped the commercial landscape of the region, commercial actors witnessed the emergence of a more professionalized juridical "field" in the region-one in which merchants, scribes, and jurists effectively lost their interpretive authority over their instruments as soon as they entered the courtroom.
Despite the changes that had taken place inside the courtroom, Indian Ocean economic actors were still able to challenge or even nullify the court's interpretations of the waraqas, especially by moving beyond a tribunal's effective jurisdiction. In Chapter 6, I highlight the limits of the British Empire's legal reach in the region by situating the courtroom within the broader institutional landscape of the Western Indian Ocean. Following specific litigants from coastal East Africa to the Gulf and from Bahrain to the interior of the Arabian Peninsula, I illustrate how merchants, freed slaves, and other actors played on the courts' jurisdictional limits, mobilizing legal instruments and maneuvering through social networks in imaginative ways so as to assert their own understandings of their instruments and obligations in the face of a changing legal system. Even as the law in the books changed, then, actors were able to both articulate and operationalize alternative legal epistemologies and practices.
However, for all of their resilience in the face of imperial legal expansion, those who participated in the Indian Ocean's economy of obligation faced dramatic constraints as a result of the forces of the worldwide economic downturn during the 1920s and 1930s. As prices for cloves, coconuts, pearls, and dates collapsed, thousands of actors found themselves slowly crushed by ever-rising indebtedness, a situation that eventually produced an extended spate of foreclosures by creditors on their debtors' newly "mortgaged" properties. The crisis that these foreclosures prompted was as much social and political as it was economic: faced with commercial society consisting of dispossessed subjects of the sultan and a class of new landowners who were subjects of the raj, British officials sought to undo the economic and legal mess that their courts had helped create. The final chapter describes the process by which officials, aiming to place the ports' on a surer footing, set in motion a series of reforms that ultimately undid the prevailing Indian Ocean economy of obligation and did away with the waraqa altogether. The process was from its outset wrought with tensions, both within the British administration and outside it. The downward pressures of the depression, however, proved too strong for even the reforms' staunchest and most powerful opponents. In the mid-1930s Indian Ocean, few could stand in the way of the regulatory tidal wave that had by the time swept across the entire world. Instead of the crisscrossing horizontal and vertical bonds of debt, credit, and obligation that had characterized commerce for at least a century, the institutional world of Indian Ocean trade in the 1940s began to resemble the frameworks of many other parts of the world, characterized by formal court systems, state institutions, and regulatory bureaucracies.
It is not my intent here to write about a world that colonialism and the British Empire ultimately overpowered. That story has already been told, and perhaps for far too long. Instead, I wish to place the narrative spotlight on the century-long efforts of merchants, scribes, jurists, and judges from around the Indian Ocean, who collectively produced an intertwined world of commerce and law. These individuals adapted to the coming of European empire in imaginative ways. For merchants in the Indian Ocean, the British Empire and its institutions was a force to be reckoned with, to be sure, but it was also one that they could manipulate or even sidestep in pursuit of their own ends. In the end, neither war nor empire unraveled this world, but rather the very same global economic forces that had initially brought it into existence.
Looking Ahead
If A Sea of Debt is in part a history of commerce and obligation-of commercial practice and legal institutions in a changing world-it is also a history of Islamicate economic thinking in an age of emerging modern capitalism. As merchants, planters, moneylenders, scribes, and soldiers moved from the Arabian Peninsula to East Africa, and as commercial and legal practices shifted in response to the transformations taking place in the world economy, Muslim jurists, judges, and scribes in the region seriously grappled with the changes taking place around them. Their reflections on the legal contours of capitalism, their conversations with commercial actors from around the Indian Ocean, and their engagement with a growing British Indian imperial legal regime will form a more significant component of A Sea of Debt as I develop the book manuscript.
In focusing more attention to the economic and legal thought that underpinned this vibrant history of commerce and obligation in the Indian Ocean, A Sea of Debt challenges historians of the Islamic world and of Islamic law to more seriously reflect on Muslim jurists' engagement with a changing economic world. With the exception of a handful of works, few have given much thought to the thousands of pages Muslims jurists have devoted to political economy, both at the state level and at the level of the marketplace. 2 By placing these writings in the material contexts in which they were generated-by reading them as products of their time rather than abstract discussions taking place in an historical vacuum-historians can see the interpretive dynamism, creative adaptation, and interdependence of thought and practice that characterized Islamic economic thinking (a term I use to describe everyday ideas about economic life, as opposed to economic thought, which suggests a more focused, devoted enterprise).
As it moves forward, then, A Sea of Debt matures into a story of Islam and capitalism-one that draws on the rich history of migration, finance, and obligation in the Indian Ocean, but uses it to highlight the voices, people, and practices that shaped what Islamic law could be capable of in an age of emerging modern capitalism. In this world, commercial and juridical actors from the Arabian Peninsula, East Africa, and south Asia-Arab, European, African, Indian, and everything in between-all made claims, subtle or explicit, about the place of Islamic law in a modern economy, and took concrete steps toward realizing their vision. This is not a history of Islam and capitalism that confines itself to the manuals of jurisprudence, as many others have done; rather, it is a history that played out in fatwas, in commercial instruments, in courtrooms, and in plantations.
In part, writing this sort of history-the sort of that moves between thought and practice, while keeping in mind that this Indian Ocean world consisted of multiple regimes-necessitates thinking more deeply about the genres that gave articulation to the Indian Ocean credit economy. 3 The waraqa, which lies at the center of this history, is but one of a series of related mediums through which different actors thought about, experimented with, and actively intervened in the boundaries between law and capitalism in the Islamic world. The fatwa, the fiqh manual, the court docket, the consular registry, and the expert's report-these are but a handful of the genres that the changing credit economy of the Indian Ocean generated, and where historians might see the different means through which this world was represented in writing. If the waraqa forms a key entry point into this world, other writings-both official and mundane-were just as crucial to how actors constructed the commercial arena around them, and perhaps ought to share the stage with the waraqa as artifacts of this world.
A Sea of Debt, then, may have started off as a history of the Indian Ocean, and it still is one, but over time has become much more. In highlighting the ideas, actors, and genres that shaped the governance of an Indian Ocean commercial arena-in short, by exploring the history of political economy, in the classical sense of the term-A Sea of Debt reaches beyond the Indian Ocean basin and toward the history of capitalism more broadly. It draws inspiration from, but also engages with, discussions of property rights, empire, and commercial society that have animated histories of capitalism in Europe, the Atlantic, and East Asia, 4 placing the Indian Ocean-once thought to occupy the periphery of the post-industrial global economy-at the center of global flows of commodities, personnel, and economic and legal thought.
